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Q. PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME, TITLE, AND ADDRESS. 1 

A. My name is Scott Thomas Gardner. I am currently serving as the Mayor Pro Tem 2 

for the Village of Bald Head Island (the “Village”), and I am a member of the 3 

Village Council.  My official address is 106 Lighthouse Wynd, Bald Head Island, 4 

NC 28461. 5 

 6 

Q. DID YOU PREVIOUSLY FILE DIRECT TESTIMONY IN THIS 7 

PROCEEDING? 8 

A. Yes.  9 

 10 

Q. PLEASE PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF YOUR REBUTTAL TESTIMONY. 11 

A. In my rebuttal testimony, I try to provide high-level responses to the testimony filed 12 

by Bald Head Island Limited, LLC and Bald Head Island Transportation, Inc., 13 

(which, unless I specifically indicate otherwise, I will collectively refer to as 14 

“Limited”).   I do the same for the testimony filed by the Bald Head Association, 15 

the testimony filed by the Bald Head Island Club, and the initial comments filed by 16 
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the Public Staff.    I emphasize in my rebuttal testimony how the parking and barge 1 

operations are critical components of the combined transportation operation serving 2 

the Island and that the loss of any of these components will have serious adverse 3 

consequences for the Island, its citizens, and others that depend on the viability of 4 

the community and wish to enjoy its many and unique natural attributes.   5 

 6 

Q. WHAT ARE YOUR GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE TESTIMONY 7 

FILED BY LIMITED IN THIS PROCEEDING? 8 

A.  Limited submitted testimony of three of its employees—Charles (“Chad”) Paul, 9 

III, Shirley Mayfield, and James W. Fulton, Jr.  It also submitted testimony of James 10 

Leonard, who is with Mercator International, a consulting firm hired by Limited to 11 

provide due diligence and valuation assistance in connection with Limited’s efforts 12 

to sell the transportation assets and then later by the Bald Head Island 13 

Transportation Authority to support its proposed acquisition of those assets.  14 

  The theme of Mr. Paul’s and Ms. Mayfield’s testimony seems to be that 15 

Limited has historically operated the barge and parking businesses as functionally 16 

distinct from the regulated ferry operation so it would be unfair to now treat them 17 

as regulated assets.  I fundamentally disagree with this contention and believe it 18 

misconstrues the fairness argument.  Rather, unfairness would be found in allowing 19 

Limited to dismantle the integrated transportation system that served to promote 20 

and sustain development and investment interests for the past twenty years, now 21 

that those development goals are no longer essential to Limited’s investment plans.   22 
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It seems that all parties agree that the Commission has never issued a ruling 1 

on the regulatory status of the parking and barge assets, and the testimony of 2 

Dr. Wright on behalf of the Village provides ample basis for concluding that these 3 

assets should be subject to the regulatory authority of the Commission.  The fact 4 

that Limited may have organized its affairs in a manner that suited its purposes does 5 

not, as far as I am aware, immunize those affairs from regulatory oversight.  This 6 

is particularly true in light of the well-known view among a majority of the Island 7 

population that these assets should be regulated. 8 

  Mr. Fulton focuses his testimony on the barge—arguing that it does not 9 

provide the sort of “end-to-end” moving service that is typically subject to the 10 

Commission’s regulatory oversight.  From my layperson’s standpoint, this is a 11 

distinction without a difference.  The barge transports household and many other 12 

types of essential goods, food and staples, in addition to persons driving service 13 

vehicles, towing trailers and the like.  The Village’s witness Dr. Wright speaks to 14 

this issue in more detail. 15 

  Finally, Mr. Leonard provides a factual description of the parking operation 16 

and compares the Deep Point parking and ferry operations to those in a number of 17 

other states.  Mr. Leonard concedes that the parking and ferry operations are 18 

“commercially complementary” (at 22), that “the past economic success of the 19 

parking operation can be linked to the existence and usage of a ferry system” (at 20 

23), and that it is important that the Commission, in this case, “ensure that parking 21 

is available either at the terminal or in convenient community locations, and that 22 
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independent parking operators be allowed to access the market” (at 25).   1 

Dr. Wright, for the Village, provides a more comprehensive response to this 2 

testimony.  3 

 4 

Q. DID YOU FIND ANYTHING MISSING FROM LIMITED’S TESTIMONY?  5 

A. Yes.  There was no alternative “convenient community location” for parking 6 

identified.  Similarly, there was no “independent parking operator” identified nor 7 

any plan that “it be allowed to access the market.”  Also, I did not see any serious 8 

consideration of the public interest.  Limited’s witnesses do not seriously dispute 9 

that the ferry, parking and barge are indispensable and inter-related components of 10 

the transportation system, that each is operated currently as a monopoly service 11 

without any practical or functional alternative, and that the consolidated system is 12 

critically importance to the future success of the Island in every respect.  Without 13 

access to the ferry, parking and the barge, the Island will cease to exist and function 14 

in its current form—I do not believe that Limited’s witnesses would dispute that.  I 15 

acknowledge that this statement may sound “alarmist” in nature, but it is critically 16 

important that we acknowledge what is at stake here.   17 

  In the face of the overwhelming public interest in ensuring the continued 18 

availability of a comprehensive transportation system providing access by the 19 

public to the Island, Limited’s witnesses seem to take the position that the Village 20 

should “hope” or “trust” that things will turn out OK if the assets are not subject to 21 

the authority of a governmental regulatory body.  This is a convenient position for 22 
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Limited, as it is in its current economic self-interest to take that position.  And that 1 

position was not wholly unreasonable where the developer was the owner of the 2 

transportation assets and economically motivated to ensure fair and reasonable, 3 

ubiquitous access to the Island in support of its larger developmental efforts.   But 4 

a new owner—such as a private equity firm with no experience as a utility 5 

operator—will not have the same built-in economic incentive to promote the 6 

interests of the Island as opposed to its own economic interests.  7 

 8 

Q. DID YOU REVIEW THE DIRECT TESTIMONY SUBMITTED BY ALAN 9 

BRIGGS ON BEHALF OF THE BALD HEAD ASSOCIATION?  10 

A. Yes, I did.   11 

 12 

Q. WHAT IS THE BALD HEAD ASSOCIATION? 13 

A.  The Bald Head Association—also known as the BHA—is the island’s property 14 

association. Almost all of the island’s property owners are members of the BHA, 15 

myself included.  16 

 17 

Q. WHAT IS YOUR RESPONSE TO MR. BRIGGS’S TESTIMONY? 18 

A. Mr. Briggs acknowledges (at page 3 of his testimony) the central premise of the 19 

Village’s petition—that the “ferry, tram, barge and parking amenities” are 20 

“essential” services to the Island.  While Mr. Briggs, speaking for the BHA Board, 21 

does not specifically state a position on the Village’s petition, he attaches to his 22 
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testimony a survey of BHA members that shows overwhelming support for 1 

regulation of parking and the barge by the Commission.    2 

 3 

Q.  ARE YOU AWARE OF THE SURVEY THAT BHA CONDUCTED? 4 

A.  Yes, I am very familiar with this, having received it myself as a BHA member.   5 

The survey was sent by BHA to its members and asked whether they thought the 6 

Commission should regulate fares for the parking lot and barge.  Although I do not 7 

agree that this is the technically precise framing of this proceeding, members were 8 

asked to respond yes, no, or elect that they did not have an opinion or did not have 9 

enough information to form an opinion. Members were also invited to share any 10 

additional, narrative thoughts on this issue. 11 

   12 

Q. WHAT WERE THE RESULTS OF THE BHA SURVEY? 13 

A. BHA members—meaning the island’s property owners—indicated by a strong 14 

majority that they support the Commission’s involvement in overseeing the parking 15 

and barge business operations.  Of over 500 respondents, 71.5% said that the 16 

Commission should regulate parking and the barge (and another 13% said they 17 

didn’t have an opinion or didn’t have enough information at this time).  By Bald 18 

Head Island standards—where oftentimes issues can be divided by a handful of 19 

votes—this is an overwhelming endorsement of regulation.  This further confirms 20 

to me what I have been hearing from citizens and stakeholders in the community, 21 

which is how vitally important this issue is to the Island.   22 
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It is not obvious to me why the six-member Board of Directors has not taken 1 

a formal position in this proceeding, when the Board’s membership 2 

overwhelmingly has indicated its support for the petition.  That said, I respect and 3 

welcome BHA’s involvement in this proceeding. 4 

 5 

Q. WERE ANY OF THE SPECIFIC COMMENTS MADE BY THE SURVEY 6 

RESPONDENTS INDICATIVE OF THE SENTIMENT THAT IS BEING 7 

EXPRESSED TO YOU BY THE COMMUNITY?   8 

A. Yes.  Many respondents expressed concerns about a private entity having 9 

unregulated control of these assets. Some of the responses that particularly 10 

resonated with me were: 11 

 “My concern is a private owner will increase costs for profitability 12 
purposes, and since property owners/visitors have no alternative to the 13 
private owner they will be forced to pay the higher costs. The NCUC can 14 
protect property owner/visitors from the monopoly power of the private 15 
owner to keep costs fair and reasonable.” 16 
 17 

 “We have no guarantees on how long the SharpVue will own the system 18 
before selling it to another group. We could get rate increases every time it 19 
changes ownership. The cost is high now for the home owners.” 20 
 21 

 “We are not sure of the priorities of the new owners with regards to 22 
reasonable profits vers[u]s the needs of the frequent users.” 23 
 24 

 “If the owners of the BHI transportation system do not have a vested interest 25 
in the viability of the island that the system serves there is no incentive to 26 
run the system in a manner that is fair to BOTH the owners of the system 27 
AND the island that it serves. What if the new owner wants to sell off the 28 
more lucrative portion of the system? Then what will be left will have to 29 
fend for itself; will it do so in a manner that remains fair to the homeowners, 30 
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businesses and many workers whose current livelihood is based on working 1 
on the island.” 2 

 In short, property owners seem especially concerned about a third party who has no 3 

vested interest in the Island taking over the ferry system. As one member pointed 4 

out, we have no idea how long SharpVue will hold onto these assets.    5 

 6 
Q. DOES THE VILLAGE HAVE SIMILAR CONCERNS ABOUT THE 7 

ACQUISITION OF UNREGULATED, BUT ESSENTIAL, ASSETS BY A 8 

PRIVATE EQUITY FIRM?  9 

A. Absolutely.  This is a central concern of the Village which has arisen subsequent to 10 

filing the petition.  SharpVue has stated that they seek to hold the assets “long 11 

term”—but it is not clear what this term means to a private equity firm that has a 12 

business model devoted to monetizing assets over a defined period of time.   To my 13 

understanding, the holding period for a private equity investment can be three to 14 

five years.  Regardless, if SharpVue is the owner, it is inevitable that the assets will 15 

be sold again, whether it is 3 years, 5 years, or 10 years, and each new owner could 16 

bring a new set of challenges for the Island, particularly if the assets are sold and 17 

managed separately.  Such an outcome would almost certainly have negative 18 

consequences for the property owners, business owners, visitors, and workers on 19 

the Island.  20 

  It is unfortunate that the developer—seeking to exit its involvement with 21 

the Island—seems to be focused on maximizing its financial return rather than 22 

ensuring the long term success of the Island.  In my view, this approach is 23 
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inconsistent with the developer’s past stewardship of the Island. 1 

 2 

Q. WERE THERE OTHER PARTICULAR BHA SURVEY COMMENTS 3 

THAT SHOULD BE HIGHLIGHTED?   4 

A. Yes, other respondents expressed concern about the fact that the transportation 5 

system is a monopoly: 6 

 “It’s a monopoly! Why shouldn’t it be regulated?” 7 
 8 

 “The entire BHI transportation system is a commercially-owned monopoly 9 
and should be regulated as such. BHI property owners would be protected 10 
against monopoly price abuse and a new commercial owner could get on 11 
with making much needed improvements to the quality of BHI 12 
transportation services.” 13 

 14 
 “The parking and barge are monopolies ..... no real alternative for BHI 15 

owners. Rates should be regulated and limited to costs plus a reasonable 16 
return on investment.” 17 

Generally, homeowners recognize that because ferry riders must park and leave 18 

their cars at the ferry terminal, the parking facilities are integral to the ferry. And 19 

whoever owns the ferry system has the potential to abuse that authority without 20 

oversight.   Similarly, homeowners recognize that the barge is the only means to 21 

transport goods or obtain home services, such as HVAC installation or repair. 22 

 23 

Q. DID BHA MEMBERS VOICE CONCERNS ABOUT SERVICE QUALITY 24 

ISSUES THAT COULD WORSEN IN AN UNREGULATED 25 

ENVIRONMENT?  26 

A. Yes. I noted several responses that were concerned about the quality of service 27 
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recently, especially since the Mitchell family decided to divest and sell its assets. 1 

For example:  2 

 “I have not been happy with service since this sale. Would appreciate more 3 
reliability/consistency associated with ferry service. Considering sale of 4 
property.” 5 
 6 

 “Since the death of George Mitchell and the virtual abandonment of the 7 
properties on Bald Head Island, the ferry has been poorly [sic], the terminal 8 
has been inadequately maintained.”  9 
 10 

 “OH MY!! Sharpvue said they'll carry on services as already in place. That 11 
means late ferries, broken down trams, not enough island parking and 12 
luggage handling.” 13 

This is not the first time I have heard concerns about the service quality of the ferry 14 

system. Now that George Mitchell has passed away and the Mitchell Estate is 15 

seeking to divest itself of the transportation system, there have been a number of 16 

service issues that have arisen that could indicate the quality of service has gone 17 

downhill. Homeowners are concerned that the poor quality of the ferry system will 18 

discourage visitors from coming to the island, and will ultimately hurt the island’s 19 

economy. 20 

 21 

Q. DID YOU ATTEND THE JULY 27, 2022 INFORMATIONAL MEETING 22 

WITH SHARPVUE REFERRED TO IN MR. BRIGGS’S TESTIMONY?  23 

A. Yes. For the most part, I agree with Mr. Briggs’s summary of the meeting. But one 24 

thing he did not mention was that Lee Roberts, speaking for SharpVue, suggested 25 

to the Association members that there was a “decent chance” that rates would 26 

increase if the Commission exercised regulatory authority over parking and the 27 
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barge because of the increased value of the post-transaction assets being included 1 

in rate base.1  This has been a central theme of Limited’s and SharpVue’s messaging 2 

to the Islanders on this topic—that they would be better off without regulation 3 

because rates might go up.    4 

 5 

Q. WHAT IS YOUR RESPONSE TO THE CONCERN THAT RATES MIGHT 6 

GO UP IF THE COMMISSION REGULATES THE ASSETS?  7 

A. I would observe that this comment seems to have been made without any actual 8 

regulatory analysis of the issue and under the assumption, which the Village’s 9 

advisors contest, that the assets would come into rate base at what SharpVue has 10 

agreed to pay for them, rather than book or historic value.  11 

In any event, I think everyone understands that, in a regulated environment, 12 

rates may go up or they may go down.  But the point of regulation is that that there 13 

is a determination of fairness and appropriateness, for ratepayers and the utility, 14 

based on established ratemaking law and precedent and rather than rates being set 15 

by an unregulated owner at “the most that people will pay” for a monopoly service.   16 

Furthermore, the issue of rates is not even the principal concern here 17 

(although, obviously it is important).  The main concern is that if the assets are not 18 

kept together—if they are sold off in piece parts to the highest bidder—there may 19 

not be any way to put “Humpty Dumpty back together again.”  What I mean by this 20 

is that everyone seems to agree that the barge, parking and ferry assets are 21 

                                                 
1 Attached as Rebuttal Exhibit STG-1 is an excerpted transcript of this exchange.  
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indispensable to the Island, that they have historically been operated for the benefit 1 

of the Island as part of an integrated transportation system, and that each is a 2 

monopoly service that has no existing substitute nor any practical competitive 3 

alternative.  If they are separated and sold off independently as stand-alone financial 4 

assets without any attendant regulatory obligations, the entirety of the 5 

transportation system could collapse—or at least be seriously and significantly 6 

impaired.  There are real world consequences of this—consequences which I have 7 

tried to articulate in my direct and rebuttal testimony—including the risk of 8 

stranded investment by folks who have made commitments to the Island relying on 9 

the prospect of continued public access on reasonable terms and conditions. 10 

The opportunity to address this is now—before the assets are sold.  Once 11 

they are sold, we would be concerned about the near-term damage to access and to 12 

investment. Further, I do not know how or if the Commission could later decide 13 

that the assets are subject to regulation and should be subject to public interest 14 

requirements.   15 

 16 

Q. HAVE YOU REVIEWED THE CONSUMER POSITION STATEMENT 17 

SUBMITTED BY ROBERT BLAU AND PAUL CAREY IN THIS 18 

PROCEEDING?  19 

A. Yes, and I have attached these comments for the convenience of the Commission 20 

to my rebuttal testimony as Rebuttal Exhibit STG-2.    21 

  22 
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Q. WHO ARE MR. BLAU AND MR. CAREY? 1 

A. They are citizens and residents of Bald Head Island.   They have been very active 2 

in the public discussion concerning the sale of the transportation system over the 3 

last few years.   4 

 5 

Q. WHAT SHOULD THE COMMISSION TAKE AWAY FROM THE 6 

LETTER FILED BY MR. BLAU AND MR. CAREY? 7 

A. The letter is worthy of note because it is a sophisticated, well-written analysis that 8 

resonates with and amplifies many of the survey comments I discussed above. 9 

Further, the letter is based on a detailed analysis of financial information made 10 

publicly available in connection with the possible sale to BHITA.  I understand 11 

from the document itself that Mr. Blau is a CFA, which helps to explain the 12 

sophistication of the analysis.    13 

  Based on their analysis of publicly available Mercator International reports 14 

prepared for Limited and BHTA, Mr. Blau and Mr. Carey reach three main 15 

conclusions.  First, that the parking, barge and ferry operations “constitute an 16 

integrated, commercially-owned local monopoly that provides essential services to 17 

one geographic market: the community of Bald Head Island.” (at 3)  Second, “that 18 

earnings on BHIL’s unregulated parking and barge operations are: 1) well in excess 19 

of earnings derived from its regulated passenger ferry, 2) excessive and indicative 20 

of monopoly pricing abuse, and 3) responsible for very high market valuations that 21 

both BHITA and SharpVue placed on the System.”  (Id.)  Third, that “if the 22 
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System’s parking and barge services remain unregulated, captive users of those 1 

services will end up paying for a disproportionately large amount of the System’s 2 

purchase price” and “there [] is ample reason to believe that if the System’s 3 

unregulated parking and barge operations are transferred to another commercial 4 

operator, like SharpVue, both will likely be sold off to an owner/operator(s) with 5 

no financial interest in the regulated passenger ferry.” (Id.) 6 

  The basic premise of this analysis is that, given the proposed valuation of 7 

the assets in question, if the SharpVue transaction proceeds without resolution of 8 

the regulatory question, there will be a strong economic incentive and pressure to 9 

monetize the assets on a piecemeal basis, with ratepayers (i.e., particularly those 10 

buying ferry tickets and paying for parking) ultimately paying for the inflated 11 

valuation. 12 

  This analysis is consistent with common concerns I have heard from citizens 13 

and stakeholders of the Island.  14 

 15 

Q. DID YOU REVIEW THE TESTIMONY OF DAVID SAWYER FOR THE 16 

BALD HEAD ISLAND CLUB?   17 

A. Yes, I did.  18 

 19 

Q. WHAT WERE THE MAIN POINTS MADE BY MR. SAWYER? 20 

A. Mr. Sawyer made a number of compelling points that are largely aligned with my 21 

direct testimony.   As Mr. Sawyer noted, the parking facilities are “inseparable and 22 
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indispensable” to the use of the ferry.  As Mr. Sawyer put it, it would be “nearly 1 

impossible to ride the ferry to the island if you can’t park your car.”  Mr. Sawyer 2 

also noted that the barge is integral to the ferry system, as it is the only way to 3 

transport supplies, including household goods, to the island.   4 

Further, Mr. Sawyer’s testimony illustrates how the costs of the 5 

transportation system as a whole exerts a large effect on the island’s businesses, 6 

and without regulation, sharp changes could have huge effects on the island’s 7 

employers.  For example, Mr. Sawyer testifies that the BHI Club spent nearly two 8 

hundred thousand dollars on parking last year.  If a new owner were allowed 9 

unchecked authority to change parking and barge rates, the effects on the island’s 10 

employers could be devastating.   11 

  Finally, Mr. Sawyer also noted the importance of regulation on service 12 

quality.  As the number of transportation system users grow, the owner of those 13 

assets will need to expand the facilities and make much needed improvements.  14 

Again, in the absence of regulatory oversight, there is no assurance that such 15 

improvements will be made or that they will be made consistent with the public 16 

interest and necessity.  17 

  18 

Q. WHAT IS YOUR RESPONSE TO THE CLUB’S TESTIMONY? 19 

A. I agree with it.   Mr. Sawyer’s testimony illustrates the practical concerns faced by 20 

the island’s employers regarding future access, on reasonable terms and conditions, 21 

to all components of the integrated transportation system.   22 
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Q. DID YOU REVIEW THE PUBLIC STAFF’S INITIAL COMMENTS?  1 

A. I did.  2 

 3 

Q. DO YOU HAVE ANY RESPONSE TO THOSE COMMENTS?  4 

A. The Public Staff’s comments are largely directed to legal issues.  I am not a lawyer, 5 

so I will not address those points. 6 

However, as regards the parking issue, I do read the Public Staff’s 7 

comments as supportive of regulation, at least to an extent. The Public Staff’s 8 

comments seem primarily concerned with the Commission setting parking rates, 9 

but they generally acknowledge that the central importance of the terminal parking 10 

and the essential nature of that to the ferry operation.   The comments also suggest 11 

that the Commission should retain authority to “ensure that BHIT provides 12 

adequate parking at a reasonable rate to provide adequate service to its customers.”  13 

(at 8) 14 

As regards the barge, the Public Staff takes the position that the barge does 15 

not fall within the Commission’s existing regulation of intrastate movers of 16 

household goods.  I do not believe that position is inconsistent with the Village’s 17 

position—certainly we do not contend that the barge service is identical to the folks 18 

that drive in a truck up to your house and move your belongings from one place to 19 

another.  I would just emphasize that, from a layerperson’s standpoint, it is 20 

indisputable that the barge is used to carry both persons (i.e., drivers of vehicles) 21 

and household goods to the Island.  However the Commission reads the scope of 22 
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its authority over these issues, I urge the Commission to consider that the barge is 1 

indispensable to the Island, the service provided is a monopoly service, and that no 2 

one has articulated any feasible alternative that does not involve utilizing assets 3 

owned by Limited.   4 

 5 

Q. DO YOU HAVE ANY CONCLUDING REMARKS? 6 

A. I am grateful for the Commission’s time and attention to this matter.  As evidenced 7 

by the testimony so far, there are many different ways for the Commission to 8 

oversee the transportation system.  For example, Mr. Blau and Mr. Carey have 9 

suggested a relatively hands-off way for the Commission to regulate the 10 

transportation system.  Other witnesses, like Mr. Sawyer, have advocated for the 11 

Commission to be more involved in regulation. But it is clear that some oversight 12 

of the transportation system, including the parking facilities and the barge, is 13 

necessary. 14 

  From my perspective, the critical  request  is that the Commission 15 

definitively declare now, before the transportation assets are conveyed, what is 16 

apparent to all those who use and depend on the transportation—that parking, barge 17 

and the ferry are all part of a unified system that is subject to the Commission’s 18 

oversight and authority; that the parking and barge assets cannot be conveyed 19 

without the permission of the Commission; and that the revenues from the parking 20 

and barge operations must be allocated to the ferry utility operation and/or that the 21 
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parking and barge operations are subject to the Commission’s direct supervision 1 

and control.  2 

 3 

Q. DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR REBUTTAL TESTIMONY? 4 

A. Yes.5 
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REBUTTAL EXHIBIT STG-1 
 

Excerpt from BHA Informational Meeting, July 27, 20222 
 

 
 
ROBERT DRUMHELLER [BHA Board member] 1 
 2 

Q. All right.  Thankfully I'm going to skip over three because I think you largely 3 
addressed that in your comments.  So let me move on to four.  If it turns out that 4 
the barge and the parking do actually become regulated is that likely to result in a 5 
meaningful increase or decrease in future rates that otherwise would be charged in 6 
an unregulated environment.  Could there be a large plant acquisition adjustment 7 
which might end up increasing the rates over what they otherwise would be.  8 
What I'm trying to get at, is, if it does turn out to be regulated could we be 9 
potentially worse off perhaps at the beginning because of some mechanics of how 10 
the regulation sets the ferry, sets the pricing. 11 

 12 
LEE ROBERTS 13 
 14 
A. Yeah it's back to Utilities Commission and that's a good point.  I do think that 15 

that's a risk because of the way the Utilities Commission calculates what they call 16 
the rate base, they've got a reasonably complex formula – Scott's alluded to this, 17 
for, as has Susan, for how they calculate the cost of providing a service and I 18 
think you're right, I think there's a decent chance that if you incorporate the other 19 
operating businesses that are currently not regulated the way they calculate a rate 20 
base could end up with a rate increase.  It reinforces what I said earlier, which is 21 
that we don't really think there's a need for regulating the parking and the barge 22 
because we think incentives are already aligned.  We would be short-sighted and 23 
foolhardy to raise rates for either of those operating businesses beyond normal 24 
cost of living increases which is what the Commission would allow under any 25 
circumstances and so I think we believe that the status quo from a regulatory 26 
standpoint is the best answer for that reason, among others.27 

                                                 
2 Available at https://youtu.be/CxcAInAJups?t=3652 (last viewed Sept. 25, 2022).  
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     September 14, 2022 

 

Via Electronic Filing  

 

Shonta Dunston 

Chief Clerk 

North Carolina Utilities Commission  

4325 Mail Service Center 

Raleigh, North Carolina. 27699-4300 

 

 Re: Docket A-41, Sub 21 

Village of Bald Head Island v. Bald Head Island Transportation, and Bald 

Head Island Limited, LLC 

 

  and; 

 

Docket A-41, Sub 22                                                                                                         

In the Matter of Joint Application of Bald Head Island Transportation, Inc., 

and Bald Head Island Ferry Transportation, LLC, for Approval of Transfer of 

Common Carrier Certificate to Bald Head Island Ferry Transportation, LLC, 

and Permission to Pledge Assets  

 

Dear Ms. Dunston: 

 

Transmitted herein is a Consumer Statement of Position in both of the aforementioned 

proceedings. Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.  

 

Respectfully yours, 

 

 

Robert T. Blau       J. Paul Carey 

5 Starrush Trail      611 Currituck Way 

Bald Head Island, NC  28461     Bald Head Island, NC 28461 

Email: blaur@bellsouth.net     Email: paul.carey@icloud.com 

Enclosure 

cc: Christopher Ayers, Director, NC Public Staff 

 Lucy Edmondson, Chief Counsel, NC Public Staff 

 Gina Holt, Manager, Legal Division, NC Public Staff  

 Zeke Creech- NC Public Staff 

 Jessica Heironimus -NC Public Staff 

  

PC Ipad

PC Ipad
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September 14, 2022 

 

Consumer Statement of Position 
Re: Docket A-41 Sub 21 and Docket A-41 Sub 22 

 

The following Consumer Statement of Position discusses issues that the NC Utilities 

Commission will consider in Docket A-41, Sub 21, the Village of Bald Head Island’s petition to 

regulate the Bald Head Island transportation system (System) in its entirety, as well as Docket A-

41, Sub 22, Bald Head Island Limited’s (BHIL) application to transfer ownership of the 

System’s regulated passenger ferry, along with the System’s unregulated parking and barge 

operations, to SharpVue Capital (SharpVue), a private equity investor, for $56M.  

 

In 1995, the NC Utilities Commission determined that the Bald Head Island (BHI) passenger 

ferry is an essential service that must operate with a certificate of public necessity and 

convenience. The ferry terminal and parking facility at the Deep Point marina in Southport NC 

are ancillary services that clearly are essential to the provision passenger ferry service. Similarly, 

because the System’s barge operation is a common carrier that transports virtually all goods, 

produce, materials, and service vehicles between the mainland and the island, it too is essential to 

sustaining the BHI community, and, by extension, the BHI passenger ferry. Few would bother to 

park at the Deep Point ferry terminal if the passenger ferry didn’t run, just as few would bother 

to park at Deep Point and get on the passenger ferry, if the barge ceased operations and did not 

deliver the goods and materials needed to sustain the community of Bald Head Island.   

 

This analysis documents why the entire BHI transportation System – passenger ferry, parking 

facility and barge – provides mutually interdependent, essential services and should be regulated 

as a commercially owned and operated local monopoly. It draws on financial projections for the 

System that were developed by the Bald Head Island Transportation Authority (BHITA) which, 

in late 2020, proposed to acquire the System for $47.75M and finance the deal through a $56M 

revenue bond issue. 

 

The NC Local Government Commission (LGC), which must approve the issuance of all public 

debt in North Carolina, did not approve BHITA’s bond application. In the course of discussing 

the application, members of the LGC expressed concern that the real estate appraisals on which 

BHITA’s proposed acquisition price and bond issue were based were excessive and deeply 

flawed. It was noted, for example, that BHITA’s appraised value of the Deep Point ferry 

terminal, including the parking and barge facility, was two and a half times what the Brunswick 

County tax assessor estimated they were worth. LGC members also expressed concern that a 20 

percent across-the-board increase in ferry, parking and barge rates that BHITA proposed to 

implement immediately after acquiring the system in 2021 -- in order to recoup annual debt 

service costs on its proposed $56M revenue bond issue -- would have unfairly enriched the 

Mitchell Family Corporation, which owns BHIL, at the expense of captive System users.  

 

BHITA spent nearly four years developing an extensive factual record pertaining to the System’s 

operational and financial performance. That record has a direct bearing on the Village’s petition 

to regulate the System’s parking and barge operations, as well as BHIL’s application to transfer 
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ownership of the regulated BHI passenger ferry to SharpVue. It should be reviewed and 

considered by the Commission and its Public Staff in resolving both proceedings. 

 

Q. ARE THEIR SPECIFIC ELEMENTS OF BHITA’S BOND APPLICATION THAT 

THE COMMISSION AND THE PUBLIC STAFF SHOULD CONSIDER? 

 

A. Three documents developed for or by the BHITA are particularly relevant to Docket A-41, 

Sub 21 and Docket A-41, Sub 22. The first report, Bald Head Island Sellers Due Diligence, was 

done by Mercator International for BHIL, the seller, in January 2018. It estimated the enterprise 

value of the System at $56M, as well as its three components: the BHI passenger ferry ($3.6M), 

the Deep Point parking facility ($38.2M), and the barge ($14M). 

 

The second report, BHITA’s Bond Feasibility Study also was done by Mercator International, in 

December 2020. It estimated how much cash flow the System could generate to cover annual 

debt service costs on a revenue bond issue that BHITA would have used to finance its acquisition 

of the System. The third report, a Credit Presentation that BHITA made to the LGC staff on 

Dec. 3&4, 2020, outlined BHITA’s plans and financial wherewithal to acquire the System from 

BHIL for $47.75M, and finance the deal through a $56M revenue bond issue that S&P Global 

tentatively rated BBB-, or one notch above junk.  

. 

 

Q. HOW SPECIFICALLY ARE THESE DOCUMENTS RELEVANT TO ISSUES 

PRESENTED IN DOCKET A-41, SUB 21 AND DOCKET A-41, SUB 22?   

 

A. All three documents provide extensive factual evidence that the System and its three principal 

components – the passenger ferry, parking facility at the Deep Point ferry terminal in Southport 

NC, and the tug & barge operation which transports virtually all goods and materials between the 

mainland and the island – constitute an integrated, commercially-owned local monopoly that 

provides essential services to one geographic market: the community of Bald Head Island. All 

three documents also highlight the fact that BHIL’s barge service currently operates as an 

unregulated monopoly/common carrier. 

 

Second, all three documents conclusively demonstrate that earnings on BHIL’s unregulated 

parking and barge operations are: 1) well in excess of earnings derived from its regulated 

passenger ferry, 2) excessive and indicative of monopoly pricing abuse, and 3) responsible for 

very high market valuations that both BHITA and SharpVue placed on the System. 

 

Third, all three documents highlight the hard fact that if the System’s parking and barge services 

remain unregulated, captive users of those services will end up paying for a disproportionately 

large amount of the System’s purchase price -- however unreasonably high, it might turn out to 

be. For reasons discussed below, there also is ample reason to believe that if the System’s 

unregulated parking and barge operations are transferred to another commercial operator, like 

SharpVue, both will likely be sold off to an owner/operator(s) with no financial interest in the 

regulated passenger ferry. Doing so could preclude the imputation of parking and/or barge 

revenues to the passenger ferry and cut off one way of keeping regulated ferry rates lower than 
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they would otherwise be -- as the Commission did when it approved a settlement agreement that 

resolved BHIL’s last rate case in 2010. 

 

Q. DO ANY OF THE THREE REPORTS DISPUTE THAT THE SYSTEM, AND EACH 

OF ITS THREE COMPONENTS, THE PASSENGER FERRY, DEEP POINT PARKING 

FACILITY AND BARGE, CONSTITUTE A COMMERCIALLY-OWNED, LOCAL 

MONOPOLY? 

 

A. Both Mercator reports as well as BHITA’s Credit Presentation provide extensive 

documentation that the System is the sole provider of transportation services to BHI, and has the 

capacity to serve the island’s transportation needs (i.e., passenger ferry, mainland parking, and 

barge capacity) for the foreseeable future. As Mercator’s Bond Feasibility report put it: “Vehicle 

parking demand is derivative of passenger ferry traffic.” (p. 50)  

 

Q. WHAT DO THE THREE REPORTS SAY ABOUT THE SYSTEM’S 

PROFITABILITY? 

 

A. All three reports indicate that the System’s unregulated parking and barge operations are 

substantially more profitable than the regulated passenger ferry. The Mercator Due Diligence 

report estimated EBITDA margins for all three components, and the System as a whole, as 

follows: 

 
EBITDA Margins (Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, and Depreciation/Amortization as a % of Revenues) 

    Year      

Component 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 

Ferry -3.1% 5.6% 10.3% 12.1% 11.8% 15.0% 12.4% 12.6% 12.3% 

Parking 70.1% 71.7% 82.3% 83.0% 83.1% 84.0% 84.8% 85.5% 86.1% 

Barge 71.8% 71.3% 74.8% 76.5% 76.9% 78.9% 80.5% 82.0% 83.2% 

Consolidated  25.6% 31.4% 43.2% 45.0% 45.2% 47.6% 48.0% 49.3% 50.3% 

 
Source: Mercator International Bald Head Island Sellers Due Diligence, January 2018, Tables 13-16, pp. 66-71. 

 

Tables on pages 44-47 of BHITA’s Credit Presentation indicate that EBITDA margins on the 

currently regulated passenger ferry service would have increased from 24.6% of revenues in 

2022 to 27.5% in 2030 had BHITA acquired the System in 2021. EBITDA margins on the 

System’s unregulated parking service were projected to rise from 81.8% to 82.8% over the same 

time frame, whereas EBITDA margins on its unregulated barge operations were expected to 

decline marginally from 70% in 2022 to 68% in 2030. Again, projected EBITDA margins for 

2022 were based on expectations that BHITA would have acquired the System in 2021 and 

immediately raised ferry, parking and barge rates by 20 percent in order to recoup annual debt 

service costs on its proposed $56M revenue bond issue. 
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Q. IN THIS INSTANCE, ARE EBITDA MARGINS IN THE 70% TO 80%+ RANGE 

INDICATIVE OF MONOPOLY PRICING ABUSE? 

 

A. Yes, particularly in view of the fact that the System’s parking and barge operations are 

mature, low growth lines-of-business that require only modest amounts of capital spending and, 

thus, have low depreciation expenses relative to operating revenues. Each, of course, also 

currently operates as a commercially-owned, unregulated local monopoly. 

 

Most publicly traded companies that make up the S&P 500 have EBITDA margins in the range 

of 11%-15%, with anything above 10% considered “good.” EBITDA margins do vary by 

industry with capital intensive businesses like water utilities and railroads having greater 

EBITDA margins (e.g., 40% to 45%) given that they have large on-going capital spending 

requirements and related depreciation expenses relative to their operating revenues. But EBITDA 

margins in the 70%-80%+ range for businesses with very modest capital spending and 

depreciation expenses are excessive and, in this instance, clearly indicative of monopoly pricing 

abuse. 

 

Q. HOW DO THE SYSTEM’S EBITDA AND EBITDA MARGINS RELATE TO ITS 

MARKET VALUE AND SALES PRICE? 

 

A. For privately owned businesses like the System that are not publicly traded, market or 

enterprise valuations (EV) are commonly developed, and expressed as a multiple of the firm’s 

projected EBITDA which is discounted back to a present value (i.e., EV) using its weighted 

average cost-of-capital as the discount rate. Techniques for doing so are well explained in 

Mercator’s Bald Head Island Sellers Due Diligence report. On page 72, the report notes, for 

instance: 

 

A summary level view of Mercator’s calculation of EV relative to EBITDA, as forecast 

for 2018, is … approximately 11.1x (or $56M). By unit, the ferry and tram business 

generates a 5.7x ratio ($3.6M), the parking and facilities lease business generates an 

11.2x ratio ($38.2M), and the tug and freight barge business generates a 14.1x ratio 

($14M). 

 

Of note, on page 72, the report goes on to state: 

 

The “parking and marine terminal business” of the BHIL group is much like a property-

based business and as such could be valued using a traditional real estate “capitalization 

rate” methodology… [T]ransactions in that space have been reported at average 

capitalization rates on the order of 7 percent (as opposed to BHIL’s estimated 9.5% 

weighted average cost-of-capital which Mercator used to discount future cash 

flows/EBITDA and arrive at a $38.2M valuation). Using that (7%) as a reference, the 

parking and “marine terminal business” within BHI Limited, with EBITDA of $3.61M in 

2018, could have a sale value on the order of $51 million (14.1x) which exceeds the $38 

million valuation derived above for the parking and facilities (lease) business and 

indicates the $38 million valuation is likely conservative. 
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Q. WHY IS MERCATOR’S VALUATION, PARTICULARLY OF BHIL’S PARKING 

OPERATION, RELEVANT TO THE VILLAGE OF BALD HEAD ISLAND’S PETITION 

TO REGULATE THE SYSTEM’S PARKING AND BARGE OPERATIONS, AND 

BHIL’S APPLICATION TO TRANSFER OWNERSHIP OF THE SYSTEM TO 

SHARPVUE FOR $56M? 

 

A. Mercator’s valuation report contends that the System may be worth $56M (or possibly more), 

but only because BHIL’s unregulated parking and barge operations are earning an excessive 

amount of monopoly profits that “justifies” or produces a valuation that high. Again, this is 

evidenced by extremely high EBITDA margins (e.g., 70 to 80%+) for both operations. Favorable 

action on the Village’s petition would obviously help correct that problem and protect captive 

System users from monopoly pricing abuse going forward.  

 

Mercator’s valuation report as well as financial data presented in its Bond Feasibility study and 

BHITA’s Credit Presentation also underscore the need for the Commission to rule on the 

Village’s petition before acting on BHIL’s transfer of ownership application. The reasons for this 

have to do with the fact if the Commission were to: 1) defer taking favorable action the Village’s 

petition to regulate BHIL’s parking and barge operations and 2) subsequently approve 

transferring ownership of the System from BHIL to SharpVue, the System would likely be 

broken up and its regulated and unregulated components sold off to different owners. 

 

Q. WHY WOULD SHARPVUE, OR ANY OTHER COMMERCIAL OPERATOR, BE 

INCLINED TO PURCHASE THE SYSTEM AS A SINGLE ENTITY, AND 

SUBSEQUENTLY SELL OFF ITS FERRY, PARKING AND BARGE OPERATIONS TO 

DIFFERENT OWNERS? 

 

A. It is reasonable to expect that the higher the price a private equity investor, like SharpVue, 

might agree to pay for the System, the greater the likelihood that the System will be broken up 

with the unregulated piece-parts (i.e., parking and barge) sold off to an owner(s) who does not 

have a financial stake in the regulated passenger ferry. This is simply because separating 

ownership of the System’s currently regulated and unregulated assets would preclude the 

imputation of unregulated parking or barge revenues to the regulated passenger ferry operation in 

an effort to keep ferry rates lower than they would otherwise be.  

 

In 2010, when the Commission approved a settlement agreement in BHIL’s last major rate case, 

BHIL agreed to impute $523,097 annually in BHIL’s parking revenues to help offset the annual 

cost of operating the regulated passenger ferry, at least thru 2016 when the agreement 

terminated. BHIL did so in order to gain Commission approval of a general rate increase, and to 

forego Commission consideration of whether BHIL’s parking and barge operations should be 

regulated. In 2011, the passenger ferry’s revenue requirement that resulted from the 2010 

settlement was $5.238M, so approximately 10 percent of that amount was satisfied through the 

imputation of unregulated parking revenues. 

 

Quite obviously, if SharpVue acquired the System and filed a general rate case requesting a 

significant increase in regulated ferry rates, and if its parking and barge operations remained 

unregulated and exceedingly profitable as they are today, the issue of imputing parking or barge 
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revenues to the regulated passenger ferry’s annual revenue requirement (in an effort to keep ferry 

rates down) would certainly come up again. Since SharpVue or any other commercial buyer 

would very much want to avoid any such imputation in a future rate case, it would have a clear 

incentive to sell off the parking and barge operations to a third party before a new rate case for 

regulated ferry service was filed. Were that to occur, revenue imputation would no longer be a 

practical option. And the combined market value of the System’s three components would likely 

be greater than the System’s value as long as it continued to operate as a single, partially 

regulated entity. 

 

Q. WOULD BREAKING UP OWNERSHIP OF THE SYSTEM ADVERSELY AFFECT 

CAPTIVE SYSTEM USERS? 

 

A. Yes, particularly if the Commission did not assert jurisdiction over BHIL’s parking and barge 

operations before transferring ownership of the regulated passenger ferry from BHIL to 

SharpVue, or another commercial operator. In that instance, user fees would very likely go up, 

possibly sharply, for two reasons. First, the regulated passenger ferry would have to stand on its 

own financially (e.g., without subsidies or revenues imputed from the System’s unregulated 

parking operation). Given that the ferry currently operates at a financial loss, a new owner 

presumably would file a general rate case asking for significant rate increases that the 

Commission would likely have to approve. 

 

Second, and potentially far more problematic, if a new (and different) owner of the System’s 

unregulated parking or barge monopolies understood that it could not be compelled to impute 

parking and barge revenues to the regulated passenger ferry, assuming the Commission declined 

to assert jurisdiction over BHIL’s parking and barge operations, they too would likely raise rates 

simply because they could.  

 

Imputing revenues from an unregulated monopoly to a regulated one, after all, is a form of 

regulating both. If that threat is removed, it stands to reason that a commercial owner of a totally 

unregulated monopoly would be more inclined to increase operating profits by raising user rates. 

The incentive to do so would become that much more apparent, and potentially problematic for 

captive System users, if that owner were a private equity investor who planned to sell the 

unregulated parking or barge business at a healthy multiple of whatever price they might have 

paid for it. Conceivably, ownership of both operations could be “flipped” from one 

buyer/investor to another – at progressively higher prices – in which case user fees for 

unregulated parking and barge service would continue to escalate until the cost of getting people, 

products and materials to and from the island exceeded the willingness of those who live, work, 

vacation or do business on BHI to pay those costs. 
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Q. IF THE COMMISSION ASSERTED JURISDICTION OVER THE PARKING AND 

BARGE OPERATIONS AND IT WAS SUBSEQUENTLY SOLD TO ANOTHER 

COMMERCIAL OPERATOR, LIKE SHARPVUE, WOULD THE NEW OWNER BE 

MORE INCLINED TO OPERATE THE SYSTEM AS A SINGLE ENTITY? 

 

A. If the entire System were regulated, as it should be, a new owner would be less inclined to 

break the System up into separately owned piece-parts simply because the System would be 

more profitable if operated as a single entity. To begin with, keeping the System together would 

allow the owner to share or spread common managerial, maintenance and administrative costs 

(e.g., the salary of a general manager) over its ferry, parking and barge operations and, thus, 

avoid the need to duplicate those costs (for each service) as would be the case if the System were 

broken up. A single owner also would have the flexibility to determine how the System’s ferry, 

parking and barge services should be priced to meet its overall revenue requirement (e.g., given 

differences in demand elasticities and cost characteristics of the different services). This too 

should improve operational efficiencies and lower costs. Third, because the System’s ferry, 

parking and barge operations carry different degrees of operational and financial risk, the 

System’s overall level of risk, and cost-of-capital, should be lower if it were operated as a single 

entity.  

 

Q. IS IT REASONABLE TO ASSUME, AS BHIL AND SHARPVUE HAVE ASSERTED, 

THAT SHARPVUE WOULD CONTINUE TO OPERATE THE SYSTEM IN MUCH 

THE SAME WAY AS BHIL HAS OPERATED IT? 

 

A. SharpVue Capital is a private equity investor. Private equity companies are in the business of 

maximizing returns on their clients’ capital investments. Unlike BHIL which developed much of 

the island’s real estate on behalf of George P. Mitchell and his family, and, thus, had an incentive 

to keep ferry, parking and barge rates widely affordable, SharpVue has no similar ties to or 

interests in BHI. The same would very likely be true of any other commercial buyer of the 

System.  

 

The System is a business. It also is a local monopoly as are each of its three components – the 

ferry, parking facility and the barge.  As long as the System or any one of its components is 

commercially owned and operated, captive System users will need to be protected against 

monopoly pricing abuse. Again, that’s what exceedingly high EBITDA margins (i.e., 70 to 

80%+) on BHIL’s unregulated parking and barge operations clearly demonstrate. That’s also 

why all states, including North Carolina, have a state regulatory commission.  

 

Q. IF THE COMMISSION WERE TO REGULATE THE ENTIRE SYSTEM WOULD 

SHARPVUE BACK-OUT OF THE DEAL AND COULD BHIL FIND ANOTHER 

QUALIFIED BUYER? 

 

A. If the System were fully regulated, its market value and sales price should go down since its 

prospective earnings (e.g., EBITDA) also would be lower. But that does not mean that SharpVue 

or another commercial operator would not be interested in acquiring the System, albeit at a lower 

price. 
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The basic problem with BHITA’s proposed $56M bond issue, which the LGC would not 

approve, as well as SharpVue’s proposal to buy the System for $56M using high-cost private 

equity capital (e.g., 15% vs. an anticipated 4.75% interest rate on BHITA’s revenue bonds) have 

to do with the fact that both deals were/are predicated on a local monopoly being completely 

unregulated in the case of BHITA’s bond application, or remaining partially unregulated in the 

case of SharpVue’s deal. In either case, a $56M price tag would effectively monetize future 

monopoly profits on the System’s unregulated operations which would accrue immediately to 

BHIL, the seller, in the form of an inflated sales price that captive System users would have no 

choice but to pay for over time. That’s not how a reasonably efficient, competitive market 

works, nor is it how the BHI transportation System should be allowed to operate. 

 

If SharpVue is not interested in acquiring the System, fully regulated, presumably at a lower 

price, some other commercial operator would be. What is important for everyone concerned, is 

that a new commercial operator understand at the outset – before an acquisition price is 

finalized-- how the System will be regulated going forward. Changing the rules of the game in 

the bottom of the fourth inning is not a good idea. 

 

Q. COULD THE COMMISSION TAKE A “WAIT AND SEE” APPROACH TO 

REGULATING THE PARKING AND BARGE, AND DO SO ONLY IF IT BECAME 

APPARENT THAT SHARPVUE OR ANOTHER COMMERCIAL OPERATOR WAS 

ABUSING ITS MONOPOLY PRICING POWER? 

 

A. Taking a “wait and see” approach would carry a significant amount of avoidable risk to 

System users as well as a new owner/operator. To begin with, it is unclear how the Commission 

could judge whether, or to what degree, a commercial operator might be abusing its unregulated 

monopoly, and how much that might be costing captive System users. This is simply because the 

Commission does not collect financial data on business operations that it does not regulate. 

BHIL has been steadfast in refusing to disclose publicly how much it is earning on its 

unregulated parking and barge monopolies for a reason.  

 

Equally, and possibly more problematic, if SharpVue paid $56M for the System on expectations 

that its excessively profitable parking and barge monopolies would remain unregulated, and the 

Commission subsequently decided to regulate the entire System, actual returns on Sharpvue’s 

investment could potentially fall well below levels on which the $56M acquisition price were 

based. Should that to occur, SharpVue may be reluctant to invest any more capital in the System 

than is minimally necessary -- in which case, service quality and reliability would very likely 

deteriorate at least until a new owner stepped in and acquired the System at a lower price. 

 

Q. ARE BHI PROPERTY OWNERS CONCERNED ABOUT THE QUALITY AND 

COST OF TRANSPORTATION SERVICES TO AND FROM THE ISLAND? 

 

A. Yes, in growing numbers. On August 1, 2022 more than 400 BHI property owners signed a 

letter to Chairwoman Charlotte Mitchell (Bald Head Island Community Letter to NCUC) urging 

that the Commission regulate the entire System before it is sold to SharpVue, or any other 

commercial operator. On August 31, the Bald Head Association, released the results of a survey 

(BHA Survey on Ferry Regulation) in which property owners were asked whether the System’s 

https://www.baldheadassociation.com/Images/bhinews/site/news/NCUC/2022/Public_Comment_8-1-2022.pdf
https://www.baldheadassociation.com/Images/bhinews/site/news/2022/_FINAL_BHA_survey_and_results_-_Parking_and_barge_-_Sub_21_-_without_IP_addresses_and_redacted.pdf
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parking and barge operations should be regulated along with the passenger ferry: 72% voted in 

favor of regulating the entire System, 15% against, with the remaining 13% saying they aren’t 

sure, or did not have enough information to make a decision. 

 

Individual comments filed with both the letter and BHA survey further indicate that a growing 

number of BHI property owners are concerned about deteriorating service quality due to a 

perceived unwillingness on the part of BHIL to capitalize much needed System improvements.  

 

  

Q. IS THERE A WAY THAT THE PARTIES TO BOTH PROCEEDINGS COULD 

WORK OUT A MUTUALLY BENEFICIAL SETTLEMENT THAT WOULD PROTECT 

CAPTIVE SYSTEM USERS? 

 

A. Yes, provided that all parties were prepared to give a little in order to get a little. A mutually 

beneficial, straightforward settlement could easily be structured in a way that would: a) protect 

System users from excessive profiteering going forward, b) enable BHIL to sell the System for a 

very reasonable price that would certainly be fair to the Mitchell Family estate that owns BHIL, 

c) incent a new commercial owner to make needed capital improvements to the System and d) 

minimize the amount of time and resources that the Commission would need to commit to 

overseeing the System’s operations.  

 

Q. WHAT MIGHT SUCH A SETTLEMENT LOOK LIKE? 

 

A. One possible settlement agreement could involve the following three elements or stipulations. 

First, all parties would agree that the Commission can and should assert regulatory jurisdiction 

over the entire System, including its parking and barge operations. Second, the parties and the 

Commission would agree that current user fees for ferry, parking, and barge services are 

presumed to be reasonable until BHIL, or a new owner, elects to file a general rate case with the 

Commission that would determine a revenue requirement for the entire System. Once that 

revenue requirement is determined, the System owner/operator also would be given the 

discretion to decide how user fees for its ferry, parking and barge operation should be set to 

satisfy or meet the System’s overall revenue requirement.  

 

Third, if BHIL, or a new owner/operator like SharpVue, elected to break the System up and sell 

the ferry, parking or barge operation to a different owner(s), it would agree to do so with the 

understanding that the allowable rate base for the operation in question (e.g., parking facility) 

would reflect the net book value of its capital plant-in-service, less accumulated depreciation, as 

determined by actual capital expenditures by BHIL, or subsequent owners, on the separate 

operation in question. Any intangible asset (e.g., “good will”) that results from an acquisition 

price for the operation exceeding its net book value (based of straight-line depreciation 

schedules) would not be allowed in that operation’s rate base. 
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Q. WHY WOULD THIS TYPE OF SETTLEMENT BE MUTUALLY BENEFICAL TO 

SYSTEM USERS AND BHIL, OR ANOTHER COMMERICAL OWNER LIKE 

SHARPVUE. 

 

A. A settlement structured along these lines would protect System users from future rate 

increases that would result from a new owner/operator, like SharpVue, over-paying for an 

unregulated monopoly. The agreement also would remove financial incentives for BHIL or 

another commercial owner/operator like SharpVue, to break the System up in an effort to avoid 

being compelled to impute revenue from its unregulated parking or barge operation to its 

regulated passenger ferry. 

 

BHIL, and a subsequent commercial owner/operator, would benefit because leaving current user 

rates in tact would result in the System continuing to generate significantly higher earnings than 

would be the case if all three components (i.e., ferry, parking and barge) were regulated and the 

System’s rate base and revenue requirement were determined immediately after the Commission 

asserted jurisdiction over the entire System. That higher level of earnings also would allow BHIL 

and SharpVue, or another buyer if SharpVue opted out, to renegotiate a purchase price that 

would be fair to both the buyer, and the Mitchell Family estate – without asking captive System 

users to pay for a substantial mark-up in the System’s value that would only result from the 

Commission allowing the parking and barge operations to continue operating as an unregulated 

monopoly (in perpetuity) with EBITDA margins in the 70-80%+ range. 

 

Lastly, since it would be up to the System’s operator to decide if and when to file a new rate case 

for the System as a whole, the Commission would not be required to commit much time or 

resources to overseeing the System’s operation until a new rate case was filed. Once a rate case 

was filed, the Commission could limit its involvement to determining the System’s overall 

revenue requirement and leave it up to the owner/operator to decide how user fees for various 

classes of ferry, parking and barge service are set to satisfy the System’s overall revenue 

requirement. Moreover, there would be no need for the Commission to oversee how the System’s 

common costs were allocated between its regulated ferry and unregulated parking and barge 

services as is now the case. 

 

Q. ARE THEIR OTHER ISSUES THAT THE COMMISSION SHOULD CONSIDER IN 

THE COURSE OF RESOLVING DOCKETS A-41 SUB 21 AND A-41 SUB 22? 

 

A. Yes, there are two other issues. First, it is entirely possible that System users would benefit 

from SharpVue, or some other commercial operator, purchasing the System -- provided it is 

regulated. Again, if the System is regulated, a prospective commercial operator presumably 

would negotiate the purchase price down which would lower user fees for ferry, parking and 

barge services over time. If a commercial operator acquired the System, it also would do so using 

private capital, as opposed to public debt, and would likely manage the System more efficiently 

since it would be putting its own capital at risk.   

 

Second, relative to other proceedings currently before the Commission, both of these Dockets 

involve modest amounts of money, or consumer welfare.  For people who live, work, vacation, 

visit or do business on Bald Head Island, however, the disposition of both proceedings is vitally 
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important. The BHI passenger ferry, parking facility at the Deep Point ferry terminal and the 

barge operation are interdependent components of a single transportation System on which the 

community of Bald Head Island totally depends and cannot survive without. At a minimum, the 

Commission needs to facilitate a mutually beneficial settlement that would resolve both docketed 

proceedings in a manner that is permanent and fair to all concerned. Once that settlement is in 

place, a new owner/operator will have the financial incentives and wherewithal to keep the 

System operating safely, reliably, and in good working order for the foreseeable future. 

 

 

Robert T. Blau, CFA     J. Paul Carey 

5 Starrush Trail      611 Currituck Way 

Bald Head Island, NC     Bald Head Island, NC 


